I. NYELVTANI ÉS LEXIKAI ISMERETEKET ELLENÖRZŐ TESZT.

Elérhető pontszám: 15 pont

Válassza ki a helyes megoldást, és a helyes megoldás betűjelét (A, B, C, D) jelölje be a mellékelt válaszlapon.
(Szótár nem használható.)

Minta: We took a tour that ............ five weeks.

A. took  B. held  C. lasted  D. kept

1. The two leaders made a ............ declaration on the need for urgent measures.

A. tied  B. communal  C. mutual  D. joint

2. To ............ as a doctor, you must study for six years.

A. appoint  B. commission  C. assign  D. qualify

3. It is becoming more and more ............ that the government has lost the elections.

A. invincible  B. anticipated  C. apparent  D. obligatory

4. “Take your time” means ............ .

A. use as much time as you need  B. take a glance at your watch
C. hurry up, since it’s urgent  D. it’s only a matter of time

5. He always writes very carefully. He is very ............ .

A. thorough  B. though  C. through  D. throughout
6. The local shoe factory has increased its ............ by 10 percent.
   A. drawback                      B. breakthrough 
   C. output                        D. downturn

7. If you tell him he is a fool, you will ............ him.
   A. impose                        B. court
   C. offend                       D. comply

8. Tom's mother would not be angry now if he ............ his keys yesterday.
   A. hadn't lost                   B. wouldn't lose
   C. didn't lose                   D. couldn't lose

9. In some ............ , it was the cleverest crime of the century.
   A. impacts                      B. prospects
   C. suspects                     D. respects

10. If you want workers to do their job well, you have to ............ them with the appropriate tools.
    A. engage                       B. require
    C. provide                      D. install

11. It took them about a week to ............ the damage to the car.
    A. endure                       B. search
    C. impose                       D. assess

12. I know that I cannot ............ on him when I need help.
    A. rely                         B. pick
    C. rest                         D. insist

13. In the impoverished areas of the city people often cannot live in ............ conditions.
    A. comfort                      B. decent
    C. well-being                   D. damage
14. My sister got promoted and was ............ the department.
   A. put in charge of  B. paved the way for
   C. put at ease with  D. pushed her luck in

15. As she was ............ cash, she decided to spend her holiday at home.
   A. hard of  B. run out of
   C. short of  D. turned off

16. It ............ a lot of sense to test new medicines under laboratory conditions before selling them to the public.
   A. makes  B. does
   C. has  D. gets

17. I prefer to work ............ rather than with other people.
   A. by my own  B. on myself
   C. by myself  D. for my own

18. ............ that he had missed the bus, he began to walk.
   A. After realised  B. Realised
   C. Realising  D. To realise

19. Can you ............ to it that no one uses this entrance?
   A. ensure  B. assure
   C. grant  D. see

20. Our local youth club tries to ............ for all interests.
   A. apply  B. supply
   C. cater  D. vary

21. Government forces have ............ a revolt by a group of soldiers.
   A. resigned  B. assaulted
   C. declined  D. suppressed
22. I'm glad you .............. me to change my mind.
   A. persuaded  B. absorbed
   C. attempted  D. fulfilled

23. “What is he up to?” means .............. .
   A. What are his characteristics?  B. What are his chances?
   C. What are his intentions?      D. What are his complaints?

24. The Prime Minister made no .............. to the accident in his speech.
   A. impression  B. gesture
   C. mention     D. reference

25. I feel like .............. a glass of wine.
   A. having  B. have
   C. to have  D. to having

26. Peter got his son .............. the family car.
   A. to wash  B. wash
   C. to washing  D. washed

27. If you don't have cash, you can buy the article on .............. purchase.
   A. rent  B. hire
   C. lend  D. credit

28. Paul .............. his colleague of stealing his wallet.
   A. blamed  B. accused
   C. charged  D. prosecuted

29. The police are concentrating on arresting drug .............. rather than casual users.
   A. craftsmen  B. operatives
   C. traffickers  D. merchants
30. Sociologists are concerned with …… problem of ……… man in ……… society.
   A. a, the, a  
   B. the, Ø, Ø  
   C. the, a, a  
   D. a, a, a

31. We have to breathe polluted air, although I’d rather we ……………… .
   A. needn’t  
   B. wouldn’t  
   C. didn’t  
   D. mustn’t

32. The letters …………. by Friday.
   A. have to be translated  
   B. has been translated  
   C. will translate  
   D. is to be translated

33. Only in the last few years ………….. done to help the poorest of the Indians.
   A. anything has been  
   B. has anything been  
   C. is anything  
   D. anything was

34. I feel hungry. Let’s go to a restaurant, …………… we?
   A. will  
   B. shall  
   C. can  
   D. should

35. Mary insisted …………. my coming to the party.
   A. in  
   B. on  
   C. about  
   D. by

36. Should he come before 5, tell him to wait. “Should he come” means …………. .
   A. if he had come  
   B. if he must come  
   C. if he happens to come  
   D. if he is expected to come

37. Rose is delighted …………. the flowers you sent her.
   A. with  
   B. from  
   C. of  
   D. to
38. Don’t ask for another book until you ............ this one.
   A. don’t finish  B. will have finished
   C. won’t have finished  D. have finished

39. When he was questioned by the police, he denied ............ his wife.
   A. to have murdered  B. murdering
   C. to murder  D. to have been murdered

40. ............ can make me forgive you.
   A. Nothing what you do  B. Nothing which you do
   C. Nothing that you do  D. Nothing you to do

41. But that’s impossible. She ............ at the theatre, because she was visiting customers at the time.
   A. shouldn’t have been  B. couldn’t have been
   C. oughtn’t to have been  D. wouldn’t have been

42. ............ follows is based on the author’s practical experience of teaching in a high school.
   A. The description what  B. What
   C. The description  D. Which

43. There is no money to repair the road so we must ............ it.
   A. put away  B. put up with
   C. put aside  D. put up for

44. A bit of alcohol is not dangerous, but large amounts of alcohol will ............ damage your health.
   A. reasonably  B. approximately
   C. definitely  D. eagerly

45. After thinking about the problem for a while, she was able to ............ with an interesting idea.
   A. cut in  B. start out
   C. take up  D. come up
46. You look exhausted. ............... all day?
   A. Do you work          B. Had you been working
   C. Have you worked      D. Have you been working

47. By the time the father arrived home, the children ............... dinner.
   A. have had            B. will have
   C. had had             D. would have

48. You had better ............... .
   A. to have your hair cut B. to have cut your hair
   C. have your hair cut   D. having your hair cut

49. I would sell that painting if it ............... to me.
   A. belonged            B. would belong
   C. belong              D. has belonged

50. Notices were written in English ............... foreign tourists could understand them.
   A. so as to            B. so that
   C. in order to         D. to
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